88 jeep wrangler engine

The Jeep Wrangler comes equipped with two engines, for power or for normal driving: the 2.
Like its predecessor, the Jeep Wrangler has two available transmissions, a 3 speed automatic,
or a 5 speed manual. Also like the , the has two doors and four wheel drive, a true SUV for the
off-roading fan. Complete with air conditioning and even gasp! The second in the line of
vehicles that lasted 20 years, the Jeep Wrangler continued the new tradition of an outstanding
SUV. While the s may not be in the greatest condition today, they helped to establish what
would become a standard of the SUV world. I have a jeep wrangler 4 cilinder engine can I
change the engine to a 6 cil with out having to change the transmission and it will perform
engine and transmition good. Looking for install instructions. Is there a pdf or video available?
Average user score. Based on 14 reviews. Clean by Royce. A Blast!! Updated Dec 27, by
Anonymous. What's your take on the Jeep Wrangler? Have you driven a Jeep Wrangler? Rank
This Car. Cars compared to Jeep Wrangler. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions.
Favorite Favorite. Jeep Wrangler Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Jeep Wrangler to Related Models. Select Year It
featured a number of new styling, suspension, and design changes over its predecessor. The
most dramatic engineering change on the YJ was the redesigned front end, including a new
hood, fenders, grille, larger windshield, and headlights-square headlights. The new Wrangler
looked considerably different from the tried and true CJ. Jeepers either loved it or hated it. The
biggest gripe was the square headlights, which left die-hard Jeep enthusiasts scratching their
heads wondering what happened to Jeep tradition. From the cowl back, the YJ is almost the
same as the last model of CJ, except for a sporty new dashboard and gauges. AMC's big push
for a better-handling more comfortable Jeep included redesigning the suspension with wider
leaf springs, a lower ride height, a slightly longer wheelbase, sway bars, and track bars for
better stability and on-road handling. Regardless of its styling differences, the YJ was like any
other Jeep, a utilitarian vehicle used by folks such as us for off-road adventure. The early YJs
were powered by a 2. Introduced with the '91 model was the more efficient and powerful
fuel-injected 4. The 4. The YJ in stock form is a great vehicle for wheeling mild trails and a good
platform for building an even more capable Jeep. Hardcore four-wheeling will require extensive
modifications to the axles, suspension, engine, transmission, and transfer case. Many people
occasionally find good deals on YJs. In the South we find lots of YJs built with Rockwell axles
and big blocks, and in places like Colorado they are mildly built for harsh winter and
high-country trails. We still get a thrill out of driving the ol' four-banger stocker YJ to the store
and back. Building a YJ If you're looking to build a YJ, there are a number of options and
directions you can take, both high- and low-dollar. We would look for a ''95 with the 4. This is a
good place to start since engine and transfer case components are more readily available. YJs
aren't as cheap as we would like them to be, but the occasional great deal can be had on a
well-abused one. We love leaf springs and the 4. If we were going to build a YJ it wouldn't be
that economical of a project, but we are sure we could build it without breaking the bank and
still have a capable trail crawler and grocery getter when we were finished. Engine The I-4 motor
is basically the same as the ci engine minus two cylinders. The initial horsepower output of the
engine was around and went up slightly with later models, but parasitic loss through the
drivetrain brings the horsepower rating of this engine down even lower. If the plan is to modify a
YJ with larger tires and axles, then we recommend finding one fitted with an I When searching
for a YJ we recommend finding one that has the High Output 4. This engine not only produces
far more horsepower that the 2. Axles Unfortunately the YJ didn't come with too many axles
options. In fact, the Jeep only came with a Dana 30 front and a Dana 35c rear axle. All the front
Dana 30 front axles came with the problematic vacuum disconnect. Fortunately, there are
several aftermarket parts available to beef up both axles. A few companies even offer stronger
alloy axleshafts with higher spline counts. The vacuum disconnect problem can be fixed with a
one-piece shaft from a TJ or a 4x4 Posi-Lok. Transmission The YJ didn't come with a lot of great
transmission options, but with proper care they it last in most on- and off-highway driving
conditions. The light-duty AX-5 was the standard five-speed manual transmission behind the I-4,
with the TorqueFlite available in ''95 models. The Peugeot BA five-speed manual transmission
sat behind the 4. The NP was chain-driven and worked well in most conditions and terrain, and
it is capable of withstanding most tough wheeling situations. It's a great transfer because it's
designed for rugged use and a plethora of aftermarket parts is available for upgrades, including
a heavy-duty rebuild kit. Interior We don't really like the dash of the YJ and the way the
instruments are placed inside. The entire dash has to come apart to replace or repair a broken
gauge. We like our Jeep dashes steel with easy-to-remove gauges, plus a steel dash can be
easily modified for adding accessories. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Jeep Wrangler
Features and Specs Year Trim Select Trim. Overview Wrangler 80th Anniversary 4x4 Package

Includes. Drivetrain Four Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code EC1. Fuel System Gasoline Direct
Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts
NA. Engine Oil Cooler Regular Duty. Number of Transmission Speeds 8. First Gear Ratio :1 4.
Second Gear Ratio :1 3. Third Gear Ratio :1 2. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth
Gear Ratio :1 1. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 0. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Transfer
Case Model Manual. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions.
Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width
inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 9. Liftover Height inches
Body Length 0. Ground Clearance, Front NA. Interior Dimensions. Front Head Room inches
Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head
Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row
Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Height inches NA. Steering Type
Re-Circulating Ball. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Front Suspension Type Leading Link. Rear
Suspension Type Trailing Arm. Brake Type 4-Wheel Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel.
Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness
inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 18
X 7. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 18 X 7. Rear Wheel Material
Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Full-Size. Spare Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Tire Size
Full-Size. Maximum Towing Capacity pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch
pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Weight
Information. Base Curb Weight pounds NA. Total Option Weight pounds 0. Maximum Payload
Capacity pounds NA. Gross Vehicle Weight Rating pounds Curb Weight NA. Payload Weight
Front NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Engine: 2. Wheels: 18" x 7. Crash Test Results.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. One of the most enjoyable Jeeps to work with today
is the Jeep YJ Wrangler, as built from to These Jeeps are a most excellent powertrain swap
platform, with their inherent durability being greatly upgraded and complemented by versatile
GM power. These conversions take some basic planning and effort in their execution, but the
results can be quite fantastic. With improvements in power, fuel economy, reliability and broad
range driveability, once one has driven a YJ with a proper GM conversion, it's too hard to look
back. Even the Chevy V6 and Buick V6 motors offer great upgrades from even the best tuned
and built factory engine options. Before we talk procedure, let's cover a bit of the history of
these Jeeps and their key parts that will play a role in the planning of a successful conversion.
The YJ underwent many significant changes from its CJ predecessor. The legally embattled
AMC, having been grilled for the hyped rollover risks of the CJ, specified a 6" wider track for
this new generation of truck. This entailed a wider frame and a somewhat refined suspension,
featuring wider and longer springs and an anti sway bar that together provided a set of road
manners not yet seen by its preceding generations. The YJ did retain the same body width
wheelbase length specification as the CJ7, at However, the frame was formed of a heavier
gauge steel and stronger throughout its length than all prior CJ Jeeps. This YJ was introduced
with a standard, painted steel body, but for , Chrysler specified and produced the body in
galvanized steel, greatly adding to the rust resistance of this new model. The styling of the front
clip was arguably less graceful than the CJ. The headlamps and signal lights were squared as
were the fenders and even grille slat openings. The boxier design trends of the mid-eighties had
their way with the new Wrangler, and made them the butt of jokes from a generation or two of
die-hard CJ buffs. But the jokes began to fade as a classic breed of off-roaders began to turn
these YJ's into increasingly commendable trail rigs. The engine fits great into the bay, and
owner S. Lomoriello shows some beautifully clean installation work. This improved MPI
four-cylinder persisted and increased slightly in power through the model year. It's ever
increasing entanglement of emissions control complications were no help. No doubt an
improvement, the 4. This 4. Power was up and fuel economy nudged up a bit from the , and the
addition of this engine boosted the YJ powertrain into a somewhat more respectable realm.
Claimed fuel economy for the best rendition of the YJ 4. This transmission was the unfortunate
result AMC specifying a gearbox made by a company arguably out of touch with the torque
demands of a truck and off-road vehicle. It is nearly famous in Jeep circles for its weaknesses.
Adapting any decent engine to this transmission is futile and we offer no adapter to do so. This
transmission is light-duty. They are known to fail even behind the anemic 2. We neither
recommend nor make any conversion to retain this transmission. The automatic transmission
available with the 2. This transmission has a better history than the AX5, but we still recommend
replacing it when upgrading to any motor that is significantly stronger. The 30RH automatic
came with the four-cylinder from All of these gearboxes that were available with the 2. These
transmissions are adequate, but nothing to get too excited about, especially in comparison to

the GM automatic transmissions. GM automatics are superior enough that it is a clear choice to
make one of them part of the swap, and adapt them to the very worthwhile Jeep transfer cases.
Jeep has usually excelled in its transfer case offerings. This remains true with both models of
transfer case offered in the Jeep Wrangler. With the intro of the YJ, we saw the first chain-driven
transfer case in the Universal lineup. The aluminum cased, driver's-drop gearbox was there to
stay. This transfer case was the de facto reliable transfer case with all four and six-cylinder YJ's
through the remainder of their production span. Both transfer cases appear to be similar. If you
own a YJ, you can easily identify which model you have by reading the red and silver tag on the
rear half of the case. We encourage your additional reading about your transfer case, by
following the above links. It is crucial to discuss transmissions early on. They are sometimes
more central to the conversion than the engine. In the entire production run of the YJ Jeep, all
transmissions except one should be ruled out when performing a GM engine swap. GM power
can spell their demise within days to weeks. The AX15 manual transmission, however, can be
successfully retained in a GM engine conversion. Details, below. Though some of these
following transmissions do not offer overdrive, many Wranglers with larger tire sizes and proper
axle ratios will still allow for a respectable freeway cruising RPM. Many YJ swaps are likely
destined to have automatic transmissions. We recommend the following GM HydraMatics:. The
Turbo is strong, compact, widely available and affordable to buy, service and build. The Turbo
R4 transmission has taken the conversion world by storm and is a good option for the same
reasons as the TH, with advantages in having both a lower first gear and a. Note that there are
60 deg. TH : In the no-holds-barred strength category, the TH may be the obvious automatic of
choice. Though more intended for those towing or getting into some rowdier off-roading, the
Turbo can be a good option. No adapters are generally needed to marry the above
transmissions to their usually matching Chevrolet engines. A TH automatic that is very easily
and compactly joined to the Jeep transfer case. Novak's SK2X transfer case shifter assembly
tops it off. The entire assembly can actually be loaded through the engine bay if manipulated
carefully. The larger portion of YJ's were equipped with manual transmissions with the
remainder featuring automatics. If converting from automatic to manual in conjunction with
your engine swap, note that the installation of the OEM clutch pedal, master cylinder and related
components is not difficult as the provisions to do so are already in place. Though not suited
for wild V8 power or punishing off-roading, mild V8's and V6's and all around trail use make the
AX15 good match. Its overdrive feature can be useful. Many Jeeps are destined for more hybrid
or even hard trail use and some individuals will be choosing manual shift, heavy-duty truck four
speeds to place behind their GM powerplants. SM : For the old-school, ultra low geared crowd,
the SM four-speed manual transmission is a great choice. Surprisingly well behaved on-road
and absolutely burley off-road, the SM is a cool box of gears. They are easy to find and work
with. Options outside of these mentioned are usually not practical, useful, affordable or any
combination of the three. Note that adaptability of the above transmissions to the NP transfer
case is possible, but may require turning or cutting off the front portion of the hardened input
gear for a resulting stick-out dimension of 2. Most of the stock transfer cases found in these
Wranglers are durable and quite appropriate for V8 power. The NP has its fans and detractors.
Many of our customers choose to replace it with the Jeep NP Some attempt to install the similar
Chevy NPC or NPC but find that the long factory adapters and significant lack of upgrade parts
especially heavy-duty short tailshafts for these transfer cases makes them unattractive choices.
There exists an additional issue of speed sensor compatibility, where the Jeep speedometer
requires the particular signal as generated by the Jeep transfer case output. This is where the
planning gets most interesting and the decisions most subjective. The very first decision to be
made here involves this: what kind of power do you need to do what you want with your
Wrangler? Now, a precursor to the rest of this section: If you got past the title of this article and
are hell-bent on a non-GM engine, know that conversions this important are not walks in the
park and GM engine swaps are almost invariably easier, more productive and more affordable
than Dodge, Ford and other conversions. These companies make some great engines, but you
have to pick your battles when doing a swap and going with a well supported, well documented,
easily acquired and broadly familiar powertrain is a key to success and satisfaction. You're
surely not doing the swap to go with a pansy powerplant, but do you need a V8? We'll help you
rule out two extremes. Don't swap an engine in with any fewer than 3. Big Block engines are
probably not a great idea. They do fit, but things will be a bit tight. Now that these are ruled out,
what engines in the middle do you like; are you familiar with; will pass your local emissions; will
land within your budget; etc? Our favorite considerations for this Jeep include:. This question
has been at the forefront of the conversion world for a while now. There is something great
about a simple, clean, unencumbered carburetor and simple ignition system. However, there is
something excellent about a modern, self-adjusting, efficient, operate-at-any-camber fuel and

spark delivery system. No doubt that many individuals are in their comfort zone with the earlier
hardware, but distill it down to the basics and it is the same essential thing that was going on in
; getting fuel and spark into the cylinders with the right mix and timing. There is no way around
the conclusion that fuel injection systems do this better and in a broader range of conditions.
Old iron is really cool, but this author has lived squarely during both carbureted and injected
eras, an I see fewer breakdowns than ever, and have been in the bays and at the wheels of
enough injected vehicles to know that they use less fuel to generate more power and in a
cleaner, more reliable manner than their predecessors. This has every distinct disadvantage
that we can think of: increased parts cost, decreased efficiency, driveability and reliability. Don't
even think about it. Fuel injection especially GM fuel injection is much easier to work with than
too many people think. That being said, choose what you want. Unless, of course, you have
emissions restrictions Not just for Californians anymore, vehicle emissions considerations play
a big role for most swaps. However, we feel that the fear of emissions by swappers is very
overblown. It simply is not the challenge that many perceive. As such, we will focus on the way
the California Air Resources Board does it. The CARB web site, however, mentions that vehicles
since are not exempted. Again, do your research. Of course, based on the target of this manual,
most conversions in question will be in later model Jeeps. Engine conversions, according to
California regulations, are to meet the following standards:. After an engine change, vehicles
must first be inspected by a state referee station. The vehicle will be inspected to ensure that all
the equipment required is in place, and the vehicle will be emissions tested subject to the
specifications of the installed engine. Note that there are two emission systems to consider:
Exhaust and Evaporative. The former consists of burning and reburning the fuel and air to the
cleanest state possible, and then reburning yet again through the catalytic converter in the
exhaust circuit. Evaporative emissions consist of how the unburned fuel is stored and
transferred in the vehicle. The principal piece of hardware used here is a charcoal canister that
absorbs fuel fumes as they slowly evaporate from the tank and lines. Upon starting the engine,
the canister is purged of these fumes through engine vacuum and the temporary opening of a
purge valve. Usually, one should retain the Jeep's existing canister as it already fits, and
evaporative emissions management are no different for the engines involved. As such, you can
usually source your engine from a GM truck or SUV without failing your emissions certification.
However, this again is according to local laws and your research is encouraged. Car engines do
burn cleaner and may be more affordable as well. This is usually how the engine is shipped by
the pros and it is salvage industry standard to include the above, with the exception of the
accessories in some situations. A Novak customer's Vortec V6 engine cleanly extracted and
ready for installation. The wiring harness is complete and ready to plug into the computer. One
of the most interesting questions we've gotten over our company's 43 years is this one: "Will
you or your instructions tell me exactly where to put my engine into my Jeep? If you are
installing a Generation I-II Chevy engine, the placement process works by top-down
engineering. This consists of loading the engine with all of its accessories, including the
exhaust manifolds. Lower this assembly into the engine bay and start nudging it around. You
are looking for:. It will be little news to most readers that the factory radiator will not work with a
conversion engine both in terms of cooling capacity and outlet location. Novak started
swapping V8 engines into YJ Jeeps several years ago and setting up a cooling system was a
stifling challenge. Since then we now offer a bolt-in performance aluminum radiator with the
outlets already configured for GM power. As engine choices vary, you will need to choose your
hoses from amongst those on hand at your local parts source, whose length and curves are
based off wire bent templates you can fashion. We are unaware of any OEM radiators that will
work without some extensive modifications. In fact, it is seldom as difficult as perceived,
especially when working with GM power. At the most fundamental level, whether you are
working with a carbureted, throttle body injected or multi-point "tuned port" injected engine,
you will retain and connect the original GM alternator in the same manner as was the Jeep
alternator; the same for the distributor, etc. III injection systems, the swaps are still largely the
same. For fuel injected swaps, you should know that the engine and its PCM are largely
self-supporting. In other words, the very grand majority of the engine wiring harness goes to
sensor data or comes from systems control the PCM, and most sensors are directly related to
the engine itself. If uninstalled correctly, most of this harness will be intact and not needing any
splicing. Like any electrical item, the computer needs power and ground, and a power
distribution center largely consisting of relays and bridges - you can keep the Jeep one! The
installer should keep one simple principle in mind: make the engine think it is running in its
original GM chassis. A simplistic but fair summary would state that a Chevy and a LS1 have the
same basic wiring requirements; power to the starter when it is required, power to the
distributor or coils when needed. The battery needs power from the alternator to keep it

charged. An installer's analysis of the Jeep's particular wiring diagram and the engine's wiring
diagram will quickly reveal the wires that can be merged, connected and in many cases
simplified or even eliminated. Novak engine mounts represent a tradition of innovation,
strength, adjustability, ease of installation and superior clearances for steering and exhaust
systems. Installers will be pleased to hear that steering need change none or very little to
perform the engine conversion. You will use a GM power steering pump and its bracketry that is
usually native to the engine being installed. Not all brackets place the pump in the most friendly
position vis a vis the steering shaft. If in doubt, the Camaro style brackets usually fit the best in
these and many other Jeeps. You will retain the factory Jeep power steering gear. You may
need the assistance of a hydraulic shop to have the high pressure feed hose ends matched or
adapted as per your pump and gear combo. Usually the low pressure return line can be cut from
hose stock and secured with the use of hose clamps. You'll be replacing one of three factory
engines. Their nominal estimated, accessory loaded weights are:. Factory springs are usually
great for most Small Block V6 and V8 engines. We have replaced four-cylinder Jeep engines
with V8's and noticed no sag or overly soft ride in the front axle. Aftermarket springs usually
make no distinction and are rated well for most engines this side of Big Blocks. Lift is not
required for the Jeep to perform the engine swap, but may be done for reasons external to the
swap. Fuel pumps have evolved from low pressure PSI mechanical, engine mounted units for
carburetors - good at pulling fuel over a distance - to medium pressure PSI , electric in-tank
pumps for throttle body engines, to high pressure, electric, in-tank pumps. These latter pumps
are designed to push fuel, not pull it, and at pressures ranging from PSI for multi-point
injections systems. Additionally, with the higher temperatures that these high-pressure pumps
generate, their immersion into the cooler fuel is critical for the durability of it's electric motor.
External pumps of the same ratings are available and are self-cooled by being built into heat
dissipating aluminum housings. Earlier Jeeps that have fuel tanks that were set up for
carbureted engines may provide some problems, especially in off-road environments. Fuel
injected engines require an uninterrupted supply of fuel, and baffles built into an injected style
tank keeps the fuel from sloshing out of the intake of the pump. If you are working on a
pre-injection Jeep, consider buying an aftermarket fuel cell, or having an inline reservoir made
to buffer any interruptions in the fuel flow to your injectors. Or, install an external fuel pump and
mini-reservoir at the closest point to the fuel tank that is available. If your Jeep already has fuel
injection, your existing pump and lines may be adequate for the for the GM engine. Since GM
injected powerplants are usually more efficient engines, fuel volume would probably not exceed
that of the 2. Some engines will require more pressure and will therefore need a new pump,
either in-tank or auxiliary. Some engines will require less pressure, and an in-line restrictor may
be your key. Various fuel pump and restrictor systems are available on the performance parts
aftermarket, and, as mentioned earlier, you may wish to have your fuel tank modified by a
professional to accept a different pump. Aftermarket fuel cells also provide a flexible solution to
some of these problems. No doubt that getting exhaust air out of the engine is a more elaborate
process than getting combustible air in. The installer must run a header that is tight fitting. The
shorty, block-hugging style is the best bet. Garner the services of a local exhaust shop to help
you put together a clean, safe, easy flowing exhaust system and one in accordance with your
local regulations. California installations will need to utilize a header that is CARB certified. This
is one way to run the exhaust circuit. You may also run the cross-circuit under the bellhousing.
Work closely with your exhaust specialist in coming up with a system that will not detract from
the serviceability of other parts under your Jeep, and maintain heat, ground and other working
clearances. While the YJ has a relatively narrow window in which to run pipes, and a transfer
case to dodge as well, you can run dual exhaust. You can also run this Y behind the transfer
case give yourself some room to service the transfer case later and then into the exit circuit.
From there, run rearward to the catalytic converter and then the muffler, following which, you
will arc the last section of pipe up over the rear axle and then straight out the back with the
tailpipe. Leave the factory heat shielding in its location and position your catalytic converter
and muffler under it. Muffler choice is up to you, and possibly your passengers, neighbors and
local noise ordinances. This is not a significant challenge, especially if you are using our
compact adapter assemblies with the transmissions suggested above. Most factory
transmission and adapter combinations to the or other transfer cases vary. As such, it is often
that driveshaft lengths will need to be changed to accommodate the swap. Also, consider that
there multiple ways to install a conversion engine and the following will be of note:. It is seldom
a good idea to allow the driveshafts to make the decisions as to where the powertrain will be
placed. Some of our customers, fearful at the perceived expense of new or modified driveshafts,
attempt to let the existing driveshafts dictate engine, transmission and transfer case location,
sometimes to the detriment of the project. Driveshaft modifications are usually inexpensive

when performed by driveline, RV or tractor implement specialists. New driveshafts are an option
but seldom a requirement in regards to the actual successful conversion. Jeeps that require
extensive travel or specialty-built driveshafts have this option available through several
fabricators across the nation. This popular rear mount is strong and easy to set up with any
Jeep swap. See our lineup of rear mounts, here. There are only three major places a powertrain
needs support and mounting. Two at the engine, and one under the rear of the transmission
some transfer cases have the provision for a side mount to help control torque kick-back. They
are typically low profile and can easily be predrilled for a new transmission mount unit. You may
need some simple spacers. Box steel or aluminum pucks are useful here. Anything needing to
be fabricated needn't be elaborate. Many people mistakenly think that a more powerful engine
demands stronger-than-stock axles. This is not necessarily the case. The factory Dana 35 and
Dana 44 rear axles the latter usually being found on towing package option Jeeps can withstand
very ambitious engines. Such is the case for the front Dana 30 as well. Whether your converted
Jeep needs stronger axles is more a question of how you use them, and usually in terms of
off-road considerations more than on-road use. Axles are generally out of the scope of our work
here at Novak, but there are plenty of companies that deal with them to be of assistance if you
feel you must upgrade them as part of your conversion. A very clean way to ease the linkage
installation process in terms of the transfer case is to use Novak's innovative SK2X assembly.
Read about it here. As with many aspects of a swap, this can be a simple as the installer would
like it to be. Nearly all modern Jeeps and GM engines use sheathed cable for throttle control.
Transmission and transfer case shifters are discussed in instructive detail in the Novak
instruction packages that will come with your gearbox adapter assembly, and specifically to
your particular drivetrain choice for your Jeep. Hydraulic clutch release with a Chevrolet
bellhousing is easy. A stronger engine means faster acceleration and sometimes the ability to
tow, as the YJ's chassis is rated to tow up to 2, lbs. However, the ability of the Jeep's brakes to
bring things to a safe halt may be below what it should be. As a general rule, if the brakes were
good before the swap, they will probably adequate after the swap. However, many YJ's,
especially those prior to , had weak brakes from the factory. It is up to the individual doing the
conversion to ascertain whether or not to upgrade the braking system. This article is meant to
be introductory and to give the reader an idea of the scope of a conversion project. No two
swap combinations are ever exactly the same, but an understanding of the principles and parts
involved will take any thoughtful installer a long ways. As discussed in this guide, further and
more deeply detailed information comes with Novak adapter assemblies, engine mounts,
radiators and other components. Additionally, our customers can speak with our Techs about
the conversion being performed. All in all, there is no change to your Jeep that is more exciting
or beneficial than a powertrain conversion. Individuals have been swapping GM power into
Jeeps for decades and they still occur with frequency and great success. Jeep Dana Model T90
to the Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules vs. Welcome Guest: Login or Register.
Read Novak's detailed YJ conversion instruction package as provided with our engine mounts.
They began the design of this generation of Jeep "Universal" in for its model year release date.
By this time, Chrysler had purchased the valuable Jeep brand and began producing the
Wrangler as AMC had designed and specified it. Sales increased yearly and by , the YJ set its
own sales record at 90,, with the nine year run yielding , YJ's built. The NP transfer case is
strong, versatile and your YJ likely already has one. General Engine Principles to Consider:
There are two popular misconceptions about engine size that should be brought to light. The
first mistake many make is in thinking that a small displacement engine will invariably give
better gas mileage. This is only true if the small engine is in a lightweight, properly geared, and
semi-aerodynamic vehicle. A small engine in a heavy vehicle with "tall" gears will perform
poorly and give bad gas mileage. Any engine, when worked to the point where vacuum drops
low enough to operate the power jets in the carburetor, or to lug, will give poor gas mileage. If
too small an engine is used for the work to be done, it will operate at low vacuum for longer
periods and use more gas than a larger engine that would not be working as hard. The added
benefit of the larger engine is its reserve power. The second most common error swappers
make is to convert to an engine that is too large, from both size and displacement, for the
vehicle. Remember that you are dealing with a lb. This, by all standards, is light, and that is one
reason why these vehicles prove to be the most agile in the world. Adding an overburdening
block of iron to smaller Jeeps will give disappointing results in terms of handling, braking and
of course, breaking â€” of several components directly and indirectly between the block and the
vehicle. Besides, fit into the engine bay is usually so poor that the work soon looks as poorly as
it was thought out in such situations. The trick is to match engine size to the load, then only use
the reserve power when needed. Engine torque output is essentially related to cubic inch
displacement of any engine. The RPM that maximum torque is produced at is related to the

length of the stroke of any engine. An under-square engine has a bore that's smaller than its
stroke. Many swappers and engine enthusiasts prefer the challenge of running an optimum V6
to the power levels of V8's, and then reaping the weight and fit benefits both on and off-road.
Computers, Wiring and Fuel Injection Many of us speak nostalgically about the days when
engine electrical and fuel systems were about the simplest parts of an engine swap. Engine and
vehicle management computers are now a major part of modern automotive systems, and
therefore, a significant concern when doing a conversion. Some run from these issues, and
others embrace them. What must be said for modern powerplants is that they are efficient,
cleaner and in many cases, more powerful. What's more, many state and county emissions laws
require these modern systems in modern swaps. In a word, computer controlled engines are
here to stay. The neat thing is that there are good resources available to facilitate this process.
Speed and rev limiters are also incorporated into some units. Once called an Engine Control
Module ECM , these computers have been appearing in vehicles since the early to mid-eighties.
Their initial functions leaned more towards carburetor control primarily to keep up with
tightening emissions standards. This was a bit of a dark time in automotive systems
engineering as these early systems are now mistrusted to a degree by owner and mechanic
alike. Modern PCM's have evolved to be highly reliable, very functional and it is not difficult to
integrate them into the Jeep engine bay with your new motor. Some installations require PCM
reprogramming. This is a service that is much more available for GM computers than any other,
often through GM dealers, or local and national tuning shops. Your choosing of a or later
Chevrolet or GM engine will allow you to connect this port to your GM computer. We are
amused by companies claims and inferences that the installation of Dodge V8 engines only
allows retention of this feature or the "factory serviceable" status. Any shop or home mechanic
with a DLC reader worth its salt can service and diagnose your GM engine in your Jeep's bay,
and likely with greater ease and flexibility than with any other powerplant available. The 4. The
inline 6 is also one of Promar's most popular engines. Promar Engine's quality control is
second to none. Promar does not build their engines on an assembly line. We have 1 highly
trained technician build your engine from start to finish. Every engine is tested and inspected
by 2 people before it leaves our facility. Some of these steps include:. Lastly, Promar offers free
round-trip shipping to commercial locations within the continental 48 states. We do not require
a core deposit, but we do require your engine core to be returned within 30 days to validate your
warranty. For pricing please use the Engine Search tools above or call us toll free Select Year
Select Make. Select Model. Select Sub Model. Select Engine. All machine work is performed on
fully CNC machines. Cylinders are held to tolerances of. We supply all remaining gaskets to
complete the installation. We also offer a new improved cylinder head casting as well as the
popular TUPY casting upon request Lastly, Promar offers free round-trip shipping to
commercial locations within the continental 48 states. Jeep 4. Fits the following vehicles
American Motors Concord Base 4. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon.
Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors
Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for
"88 jeep wrangler yj". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review.
International Shipping. More vehicle information needed We need more information for your
Jeep Wrangler to verify products fit. FREE Shipping. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. Only 10
left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only 6 left
in stock - order soon. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 3
left in stock - order soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 18 left in stock - order soon.
Only 15 left in stock - order soon. N
2008 chevy colorado manual
manual de taller ford
hp stream 14 ax000 series
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem

loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

